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Correctness has become an obligatory part of language practice. It is very important to know the features of the use of the euphemisms in the language to estimate correctly an implied subtext. Most claimed lexico-grammatical transformations are replacement, generalization, semantic development, ”slide”, addition, omission etc.

The present paper is devoted to the peculiarities of the euphemistic units in advertisements. Its aim is to define and analyze the peculiarities and principals of euphemisms in English and Russian advertising texts.

In the first part of this research theoretical foundations for the present investigation of euphemistic units and advertising texts are given.

The second part shows examples of euphemisms in advertisements from articles of English newspapers, magazines. It touches linguistic and cultural peculiarities of advertising texts. We should take into consideration some ethic and psychological features of the recipient and cultural aspect.

The conclusion contains the basic results of the investigation performed.

The present research is very important because it can help to analyze and avoid some mistakes.